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Balkan Battlegrounds provides a military history of the conflict in the former
Yugoslavia between 1990 and 1995. It was produced by two military analysts in
the Central Intelligence agency who tracked military developments in the region
throughout this period and then applied their experience to producing an
unclassified treatise for general use ...
This highly readable and thoroughly researched volume offers an excellent
account of the development of seven Balkan peoples during the nineteenth and
the first part of the twentieth centuries. Professors Charles and Barbara Jelavich
have brought their rich knowledge of the Albanians, Bulgarians, Croatians,
Greeks, Romanians, Serbians, and Slovenes to bear on every aspect of the
area’s history--political, diplomatic, economic, social and cultural. It took more
than a century after the first Balkan uprising, that of the Serbians in 1804, for the
Balkan people to free themselves from Ottoman and Habsburg rule. The
Serbians and the Greeks were the first to do so; the Albanians, the Croatians,
and the Slovenes the last. For each people the national revival took its own form
and independence was achieved in its own way. The authors explore the
contrasts and similarities among the peoples, within the context of the Ottoman
Empire and Europe.
Heidi loves her simple life on the mountains, and she is heartbroken when she is
taken to live in the city. She soon makes new friends, but she misses her
grandfather, the goats, and her friend Peter. Will Heidi ever be allowed to return
home? This charming tale has been retold and adapted with new illustrations,
making it perfect for younger readers aged 4+.
A masterful study of a father whose sacrifices for his daughters have become a
compulsion, this novel marks Balzac's 'real entrée' into La Comédie Humaine, his
series of almost one hundred novels and short stories meant to depict “the whole
pell-mell of civilization.
This book is essential for everyone who wants to improve their drawing skills.
Written by teacher and established artist Barrington Barber, it contains a wealth
of know-how and practical advice, supported by over 300 original illustrations.
Guidance is given on how to overcome common difficulties without imposing a
particular style or approach. ...
DAMOETAS Hold! not so ready with your jeers at men! We know who once, and
in what shrine with you- The he-goats looked aside- the light nymphs laughed.
Violet is a woman who has been mistreated by many men. Unfortunately it is the nature
of the profession she finds herself in that tends to attract these users and abusers. Just
because it is the oldest profession it does not mean that it has evolved. There are still
violent, greedy and unscrupulous men out there who will take what they want and more
from a woman in Violet's position. The story is true and is written in a confessional,
though not quite contrite, tone. Violet accepts new moral and social rules - rules of the
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street. She sells her body for money, but with money she buys love. Violet confesses to
the reader with her simple vocabulary; however, she is no victim. She knows what she
is doing and a lot of the time she enjoys it. She is a survivor, trying to stay alive and find
happiness and love in the middle of all the pain and emotionlessness. And the truth that
not one of these men understands is that Violet is not the person they think she is. They
do not prey on her...
Concise guide features sections on the trunk, head and neck, and upper and lower
limbs. Full coverage of skeleton, muscles, and surface forms, with 64 illustrations that
include figure drawings.
Gorski vijenac / THE MOUNTAIN WREATH Staroslovenska, latinicna, cirilicna i
engleska verzija.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the
original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will
see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been
housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the
work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as
no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a
reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages,
poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the
public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Michael Pupin's was a genuinely American story, the lifelong journey of a boy from rural
Serbia, from a town so tiny it appeared on no maps, who became one of the greatest
scientists of the early 20th century, changing the lives of people the world over with his
technological innovations-he invented the therapeutic X-ray and made telephone
communications practical and inexpensive-and helping to invent the modern world we
know today. First published in 1922, Pupin's autobiography won the Pulitzer Prize in
1924, but Pupin's insightful and incisive words are their own greatest recommendation.
American physicist and writer MICHAEL IDVORSKY PUPIN (1858-1935) was born in
Serbia and emigrated to the United States as a teenager. As a professor and
researcher at Columbia University, he invented sonar and made important discoveries
in the fields of X-ray physics and telecommunications.
A beautifully illustrated version of the original 1925 edition of F. Scott Fitzgerald's
classic Great American novel. Widely considered to be the greatest American novel of
all time, The Great Gatsby is the story of the wealthy, quixotic Jay Gatsby and his
obsessive love for debutante Daisy Buchanan. It is also a cautionary tale of the
American Dream in all its exuberance, decadence, hedonism, and passion. First
published in 1925 by Charles Scribner's Sons, The Great Gatsby sold modestly and
received mixed reviews from literary critics of the time. Upon his death in 1940,
Fitzgerald believed the book to be a failure, but a year later, as the U.S. was in the grips
of the Second World War, an initiative known as Council on Books in Wartime was
created to distribute paperbacks to soldiers abroad. The Great Gatsby became one of
the most popular books provided to regiments, with more than 100,000 copies shipped
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to soldiers overseas. By 1960, the book was selling apace and being incorporated into
classrooms across the nation. Today, it has sold over 25 million copies worldwide in 42
languages. This exquisitely rendered edition of the original 1925 printing reintroduces
readers to Fitzgerald's iconic portrait of the Jazz Age, complete with specially
commissioned illustrations by Adam Simpson that reflect the gilded splendor of the
Roaring Twenties.

Portrays the dramatic lives of the people living in a small town near a huge stone
bridge in the Balkans
This book examines the reason for the Russian involvement in the Balkan
peninsula.
KostanaMeraleap
Pismo: Latinica Kostana je drama poznatog srpskog pisca Borisava Stankovica,
koji je ziveo i stvarao, u doba kreiranja moderne Srpske a kasnije i
Jugoslovenske knjizevnosti. Ova drama opisuje zivot u Vranju, malom gradu na
jugu Srbije. U njoj se preplicu, tradicionalni patrijarhalni zivot sa li?nom dramom
junakinje.
In these stories Kis depicts human relationships, encounters, landscapes- the
multitude of details that make up a human life.
Botanical Illustration - the complete guide explains the processes and methods
behind this beautiful art genre. It highlights the importance of the requisite skills
of close observation, accurate drawing and attention to detail. Leigh Ann Gale is
a leading botanical artist and tutor, and she generously demonstrates her
approach in this book. Her worked example of fuchsia magellanica clearly shows
the varied stages of an illustration. Along with step-by-step instructions to a range
of subjects, this book is beautifully illustrated with over 350 images, diagrams and
paintings of her and her students' work. This book is a source of inspiration as
well as a definitive guide, and the contents include: introduction to botany and a
comprehensive botanical glossary; a case study demonstrating each stage of a
worked example, including the selection and preparation of a subject,
observational drawings, composition skills and painting processes; step-by-step
instruction covering many subjects, from creating shine on leaves and berries, to
painting white flowers and depicting hairs on leaves and stems; a guide to colour
theory and how to mix colours accurately to match your specimens and make the
most of your watercolour palette; and ideas on how to continue, and develop your
own style of botanical illustration. This book will be of great interest to all
botanical artists, natural history artists, watercolourists, gardeners and natural
historians and is lavishly illustrated with 391 colour images.
Sheikh Nuruddin is a dervish at a Sarajevo monastery in the eighteenth century
during the Turkish occupation. When his brother is arrested, he descends into the
Kafkaesque world of the Turkish authorities in order to find out what has
happened. As he does so, he begins to question his relations with society as a
whole and, eventually, his life choices in general. Hugely successful when
published in the 1960s, Death and the Dervish appears here in its first English
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translation.
Mouldmaking and Casting is a technical manual of the many techniques of this
ancient craft and art form. With step-by-step illustrations, it explains the materials
required and the processes involved to create reproductions of a range of pieces.
The book covers traditional techniques as well as today's more advanced
technical methods.
Stories on a Yugoslav boy during World War II whose father is a Jew and whose
mother is Christian. The stories portray his games--one of them is playing at
Jew--and the day he sees his father deported to a death camp. By the author of
Hourglass.
The first comprehensive record of the crisis in former Yugoslavia.
Have you ever stared at patterned wallpaper and wondered how it was
designed? Been captivated by some priceless Celtic art? Or boggled at a
beautiful Islamic pattern? Have you ever stepped back and thought about the
illusion of reality your senses create for you? Or pondered the symmetries which
inform your feelings of what seems right? Is there a Golden secret, revealed by
nature herself, which is common to all of the traditional arts? Packed with
information and exquisite illustrations by more than twelve expert authors,
Designa is the ultimate sourcebook for visual artists and designers of every kind.
Comprehensive manual for intermediate to advanced students covers proportion,
bone and muscle structure, limbs, head and neck, male and female figures,
action and motion, and the draped figure. More than 500 illustrations.
Presents a guide to perspective and composition in drawing, covering such topics
as one-point perspective, aerial perspective, and foreshortening the human
figure.
The human figure is one the most challenging subjects for an artist to tackle, but
also one of the most rewarding. In this book, author and artists Barrington Barber
guides you throuhg the process of drawing figures, from understanding the
structure of the skeleton to showing figures in motion. Whether you are an
experienced draughtsman or a complete beginner, the inspiring exercises and
handy hints in the book will help you achieve the best results. The Artist's
Workbooks are practical guides for artists interested in getting to grips with a
particular subject. Other books in the series include: - Drawing Animals - Drawing
Caricatures - Drawing Landscapes - Drawing Manga - Drawing Portraits Drawing Still Life - Drawing Techniques
A few words about Dostoevsky himself may help the English reader to
understand his work. Dostoevsky was the son of a doctor. His parents were very
hard-working and deeply religious people, but so poor that they lived with their
five children in only two rooms. The father and mother spent their evenings in
reading aloud to their children, generally from books of a serious character.
Though always sickly and delicate Dostoevsky came out third in the final
examination of the Petersburg school of Engineering. There he had already
begun his first work, “Poor Folk.” This story was published by the poet
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Nekrassov in his review and was received with acclamations. The shy, unknown
youth found himself instantly something of a celebrity. A brilliant and successful
career seemed to open before him, but those hopes were soon dashed. In 1849
he was arrested.
Four years after his daughter is abducted and evidence of her murder is found in
an abandoned shack, Mackenzie Allen Philips returns to the shack in response to
a note claiming to be from God, and has a life-changing experience. Reprint. A
#1 best-seller.
Provides explanations of literary terms and includes information on such topics
as drama, rhetoric, and textual criticism.
Harness the power of your subconscious to create a life you desire! The Power of
Your Subconscious Mind teaches us how to remove the subconscious obstacles
that prevent us from achieving the success we wish for. In this book, bestselling
author Joseph Murphy asserts that life events are actually the result of the
workings of our conscious and subconscious minds. He suggests practical
techniques through which one can change one’s destiny, principally by focusing
and redirecting this miraculous energy. In these pages are the ways in which one
can unleash the extraordinary mental powers to acquire self-confidence, attain
professional success, create wealth, build harmonious relationships, overcome
fears, get rid of bad habits and promote overall well-being and happiness.
Covering a variety of topics from healing to academia to riches, the author cites
numerous compelling examples of the power of our thoughts and beliefs in
influencing our reality. When we change our thinking and prepare our
subconscious mind, we change our destiny. Joseph Murphy was an American
author and New Thought minister, ordained in Divine Science and Religious
Science. A popular speaker, Murphy lectured on both American coasts and in
Europe, Asia, and South Africa. Murphy is considered one of the pioneering
voices of affirmative-thinking philosophy.
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